
Amal� Coast

Italy Charter Itinerary
From Naples to Naples.



DAY 1 NAPLES - PROCIDA 11nm 55m

DAY 2 PROCIDA - ISCHIA 5nm 30m

DAY 3 ISCHIA - CAPRI 18nm 1h 35m

DAY 4 CAPRI - POSITANO 12nm 1h 5m

DAY 5 POSITANO - AMALFI 6nm 35m

DAY 6 AMALFI - SALERNO 8nm 45m

DAY 7 SALERNO - SORRENTO 29nm 2h 20m

DAY 8 SORRENTO - POMPEII

POMPEII - NAPLES

9nm 45m

6nm 35m

Itinerary summary.




DISTANCE

103nm


DURATION

8h 35m



11nm 55m

The Island of Procida is close in proximity to the two more popular

destinations for luxury yacht - Capri and Ischia. The diminutive award to

Procida does not really re�ect the splendor and allure of this incredibly

beautiful Italian destination. The word "Procida" comes from a

Neapolitan term that literally means "soft beaches."

Naples - Procida.



5nm 30m

Ischia is an international tourist destination situated peacefully in the Gulf

of Naples, with crystal-clear seas, untouched landscapes, cultural sites

and many other surprises. Its robust shoreline is distinguished by a series

of headlands, streets and beaches where sea water �ows a few feet from

shoreline with hot water from thermomineral springs. Indeed, the

volcanic island hides a high concentration of hot springs and a wide

variety of waters in its underground, which make Ischia 'the capital of the

Europe's thermal spa.More than 300 spa areas allow the rest of the mind

and the body to regenerate. In Ischia, also called "The Green Island" it is a

springtime eruption of colors and fragrances because of its numerous

pine trees and lush Mediterranean vegetation. The wineries, planted on

terraced grounds, give a special touch to the island's overall landscape.

Procida - Ischia.



18nm 1h 35m

You don’t get better than charming Capri. The graceful gem of the

lemon-scented Amal� Coast, Capri is pure poetry and worthy of a

thousand sonnets. Dwarfed by soaring sea cliffs and penned in by the

sparkling sea, any other small would disappear against so much drama but

not Capri. Brimming with wisteria frothed villas, brightly painted

buildings, gardens cloaked in kaleidoscopic colour framed by pergolas,

and plump piazzas that are prime people-watching territory, Capri

doesn’t fail to utterly enchant. Charter guests will want to visit the famed

Grotta Azzurra - this �ooded cave was believed to be home to sea nymphs

and magic back in Roman days thanks to its iridescent hues of

unbelievable blue. The Gardens of Augustus are also worth a stroll and

the Villa San Michele is sure to steal your heart. With incredible seafood

on offer and divine confection, you won’t go hungry in this happening

summer spot.

Ischia - Capri.



12nm 1h 5m

Positano is a dramatic, cliffside village on the Amal� Coast, and without

doubt one of the most photographed and �lmed locations in Italy. This

chic retreat is a must stop on your charter.

Capri - Positano.



6nm 35m

The scent of lemons, the vision of Pomepi in the distance, and gorgeous

Italian seaside towns clinging to the 50km coastline are all why the Amal�

Coast is so special. Amal� is sure to enchant from Sorrento to Salerno for

charter guests truly seeking La Dolce Vita. On this gauzy stretch of coast,

you will �nd incredible seafood dishes, handmade ceramics, sun-soaked

piazzas, beautiful beaches, and hidden coves where you can sip crisp

white wines with sparkling sea vistas and ornate churches and

architecture. Must-see towns along this pearl-like string include Amal�

itself with it's medieval origins, impressive cathedral, pretty port, paper

museum, and its fascinating maze of alleys and passages.

Positano - Amal�.



8nm 45m

Salerno is the gateway to the gorgeous Amal� Coast on ancient hilly

terrain that meets the sea. Salerno dates back to the fourth century and is

home to Arechi Castle, which dates back to the 6th century and offers

some of the best views across the bay and Salerno itself—a bustling place

brimming with restaurants and nightlife, museums and monuments, and

so much more, Salerno will keep you smitten with its gritty historical

center, its sweeping seafront promenade, and its pure energy of a true

Italian seaside city.

Amal� - Salerno.



29nm 2h 20m

For almost two centuries, Sorrento has been a popular tourist destination,

perched on a plateau above the sea with breathtaking views of the Bay of

Naples. The historic seaside town has learned to cope with and bene�t

from tourism, and in exchange, it provides a traditional 'Mediterranean

summer holiday' experience - without losing its Italian character and

charm.

Salerno - Sorrento.



9nm 45m

Pompeii is one of the most famous sites in Italy, and the tragedy of the

town buried beneath volcanic ash is widely known. After Mount Vesuvius

erupted in 79 AD, it destroyed the whole region but seemingly frozen

Pompeii in time. Visiting this UNESCO heritage site is essential for any

charter guest sailing through these shores. Close to Napoli and the

Sorrento Coast, set aside a day for wandering the haunting streets of this

ancient town excavated on the southern slopes of the mountain. From the

frescoes and artwork on the walls to numerous buildings depicting the

civilization and their way of life, Pompeii is so much more than an outdoor

museum; it's an immersive journey.

Sorrento - Pompeii.



6nm 35m

Southern Italy's yacht charter hub, Naples is energetic and lively, but

charming and beautiful at the same time. Here you'll �nd a proud and

colourful culture and a welcoming hospitality. It is the gateway to Capri

and the Amal� Coast which are without doubt one of the most stunning

coast lines in the Mediterranean. The rich history of Naples has left it

with a wealth of monuments and historical buildings, from classical ruins

to medieval castles and a wide range of historically and culturally

signi�cant sites including the Roman ruins of Pompeii and the Palace of

Caserta. There are plenty of museums & religious sites to visit, not to

mention what lies beneath Naples...catacombs, caves and ancient

reservoirs. A visit here is of course not complete without a trip to

Vesuvius. This city serves a cultural and historical feast for the eyes!

Pompeii - Naples.



In an ever changing world, we feel it is so important to take the time to step back, relax and enjoy life. Surround

yourself with the serenity of the sea, explore magical new places, and create unmatched memories with your

loved ones. We hope that this vacation will be one to treasure a lifetime, �lled with unforgettable moments. Your

personalized itinerary, customized with destinations and activities handpicked for you, is about to begin!

It has been a pleasure planning this memorable charter for you and we cannot wait to hear all of your stories.

Nick Gelevert
CEO

Email: nick@boatsters.com

Mob: +31 655 167 270

David Ramljak
General Manager

Email: david@boatsters.com

Mob: +34 602 551 268

Susan Gevers
Personal Concierge

Email: susan@boatsters.com

Mob: +34 673 684 500

Welcome aboard.

Captain's Authority: The Captain retains overriding authority and shall not be bound to comply with this itinerary nor any order or request which might, in the Captain's sole discretion, put the safety of the

vessel and persons onboard at risk.

Weather: This itinerary is not binding and may be modi�ed before or during the charter subject to prevailing weather and sea conditions, at the discretion of the Captain.

Navigational Tool: This itinerary is not to be used as a navigational tool, chart plotting tool or nautical reference guide.
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